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Commercial Real Estate: Lows Make Highs
for Investment
by J Rentilly
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HE REBOUND OF the Phoenix-area commercial real estate
market remains a long, dark night, with surmier ~kies forecast

over the next three years, according to Mark Stapp of Arizona
State University's W P. Carey School of Business.
"The good news is that it appealS the corrunercial market has reached
its bottom and has stabilized," says Stapp. "The bad news is we don't know
exactly how long a recovery will take. A lot of things need to shift for that to
happen. We're probably looking at 2014 or 2015."
Andrew Cheney, principal/parmer in the Coppola/Cheney Group at
Lee & Associates Arizona, agrees that an extended Darwinistic trial is
more likely
a quick fix. "Ten years ago, the Phoenix-area commercial
market was recovering from a recession. Today, it is trying to recover from
the Great Recession," he says, though he remains hopeful that Arizona's
su..ge of job creations -launching it to seventh·fastest in the nation status
- will aid in a quicker recovery. ''When we have sustainable job growth,
we will see considerable improvement in the commercial markets."
By way of facts and figures, Phoenix-area commercial real estatecomprised of industrial and office space, retail, storefronts and apartment
buildings - is in a holding pattern, at best, for noY!, which creates interesting
challenges and opportunities in the marketplace. As office space vacancies
hit above 27 percent-higher, even, than in the immediate aftermath of9/11
- and industrial space vacancies hover around 12 percent, rental is at "rock
bottom rates," and may continue to decline in many locations. Stapp notes
that a few submarkets - Southeast Valley; DowntQlNIl Phoenix - have made
more recovery progress than swrounding areas.
Multi-tenant properties, conversely, are moving comparatively quickly
on the market, primarily because Phoenix's residential housing market
has been so hard hit by foreclosures. Displaced homeowners - who
"need to live somewhere, and usually fast;' says Stapp - are migrating to

than

apartment buildings.

Such shifts in the area housing market critically impact the commercial
market, according to Stapp. "Even if it looks as if the overall market is
recovering, commercial is lagging - retail in particular:' he says. "The
primary reason for that: With so many people negatively impacted by the
overall economy and home forecloswes, there is a scarcity of disposable
in~Jtle. A lot of people are only spending the bare minimum on the bare
essentials these days, and that is devastating to a large portion of the
commercial market."
For a more substantial, wider-ranging recovery for commercial real
estate to occur, tEe Phoenix region's overall economy must rebound from its
harrowing five-year decline. When an economy grows, unemployment rates
drop, property prices rise, consumer spending moves upward, businesses
expand or begin and developers launch new projects. For more than two
years, commercial development in the Phoenix area l:?as been, essentially,
static, although Bloomberg-reported corporate earnings forecasts of
Phoenix-based businesses indicate a move toward normalcy; 'l\aditionally.
a company's earnings forecasts link quite directly with the quantity of
commercial real estate they'll need.
Stapp remains cautiously opt!mistic, as changing business models
and spatial needs shift dramatically; particularly for retailers, many of

Commercial Real Estate: Now is Choice Time for Purchase or Lease
bountiful reasons for a business to consider

income happening to pay down your debt," _"
Hanson says. "When you need the space, it's

purchasing a property over leasing, especially

there, and it's there at today's price and interest

for a stable company with a long-term growth

rate, The market today supports that kind of

"Office rental rates are low, and
will probably coniinu';; to decline in
the foreseeable future," says Justin
Himelstein of the Office Group at Cassidy

plan. Says Kent Hanson, who fronts the

progressive thinking for qualified buyers:'

Turley, noting there are a few exceptions

In today's real estate market. there are

Industrial Group at Cassidy Turley, "Leasing

Although office vacancies of more than 27

in desirable submarkets like Downtown

percent and industrial vacancies of almost

Phoenix, "We're seeing more leasing for

what your next couple of years are going to

half that are white-knuckle challenges for

look like, but a lease cost versus a purchase

investors and property owners, that can be

offices now than sales,"
One of the leasingetrends noted by

cost right now is almost exactly even, If you've

a silver lining for business owners otherwise

Himelstein is clients moving up from

got the down payment. the financing and a

sweating the down economy. "What you're

little bit of guts to weather the storm, lock in

seeing with landlords is concessions to

these record-low interest rates and do it. This

tenants and business owners: lower rates,

C-Ievel properties to A-level real estate,
often without spending an extra penny,
"If you're leasing today, you're going to

is a great time to buy."
Hanson'a'lso suggests investors or muscular

rent reductions and sometimes even

get a lot more for your money than you

forbearances," says Mark Stapp of Arizona

would have in, say, 20Q4.

definitely gives you f1ex;ibility if you're not sure

n

business owners projecting long-term growth

State University's W. P. Carey School of

consider purchasing properties twice the size

Business, "Those concessions are mostly over,
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they presently need. "Use what you need

but they do exist. And that's an argument for

W. P. Carey School of Business at Arizona

now and lease out the other half to get some

leasing in today's market."
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The good news for savvy investors with solid credit and financial wherewithal to·
hold properties for the long term is that commercial prices in today's market are
highly accessible, and ample loan monies are available to qualified buyers.
whom are downsizing or moving from traditional storefronts or big
boxes to order fulfillment warehouses. "Investors need to really know
the market today before making a move, and the market has a lot of
moving parts today. What's going on socio-economically; what's going

on demographically. what's going on with location, with competing
businesses, with public policy in general- all of these things affect the
quality of your investment:' says Stapp.
The good news for savvy investors with solid credit and financial

wherewithal to hold properties for the long term is that commercial prices in
loday's market are highly accessible, and ample loan monies are available
to qualified buyers. "1 have lenders literally calling me now trying to place

money;" says Kent Hanson of the Industrial Group for Cassidy Thrley. "Prices
are almost at all-time lO'Ns; interest rates are incredible; and there's a good
amount of nice, available properties, ~e time is great to buy;"
Lee & Associate's Cheney agrees, noting that "the large majority" of the
300-plus office condos developed and sold in the area since 2002 "went

back to the lender when the market collapsed," and many are available
now at deeply discounted prices. "For buyers, there will continue to be
outstanding opportunities to lock in low real estate costs," says Cheney.
Stapp says that this is clearly a buyer's market, but warns that
investments must be carefully considered and held over a long-term. ''This
is not a 'flip it' market. Opportunity does exist in this market, but it has to
be carefully vetted with an eye towaId the changes that are occurringpolitical, technological, socio-economic, demographic - and how they
impact the market." he says. "If you're able to buy and hold onto portfolio
elements over a longer period of time, this is a workable market, and multitenant properties still look like your best investment. People will always
need a place to live."
Cassidy Turley cassidyturley.com
Lee & Associates lee-associates.com
W. P. Carey School of Business at Arizona State University wpcareyaslLedU
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44th street Corridor
Airport Area
Camelback Corridor
Chandler/Gilbert
Deer Valley Airport
Downtown North
Downtown South
Glendale
Mesa Downtown
Mesa East
Midtown
Northwest Phoenix
North Phoenix/Desert Ridqe
Scottsdale Airpark
Scottsdale North
Scottsdale South
Squaw Peak Corridor
Sun City
Superstition Corridor
Tempe
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